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The present paper is a continuation of several papers [l]-[4] on the same general

topic, and serves to give both details of some results previously mentioned without

proof and further refinements of results already set forth. A function of type (j, k)

is defined as a rational function of the form

atft+aiz1 1+---+aj        Y,,,,n

b0zk + b1zk-1+---+bk

and we study convergence as « -> oo of approximating functions of both types

(«, v) and (v, «), where v is constant. Our new results are concerned not primarily

with Tchebycheff norms

(1) ||<£(z)||m = [max|ç6(z)|,    zonF]

as in the former papers, but more especially with norms (<7>0) involving line

integrals

(2) ||flz)||, = [fc \<p(z)\" |&|]
1/9

taken over the boundary C (assumed rectifiable) of a given set F and involving

surface integrals

O) w;= [jjE\<f>(z)\"ds
1/3

taken over the closure F of an open set. In §1 we study functions of type («, v) and

in §2 functions of type (v, «), with reference to norms of both types (2) and (3), for

approximation on F to a function f(z) analytic on F, meromorphic in a region

containing F; we relate greatest geometric degree of convergence to regions in

which f(z) is meromorphic with a limited number of poles. In §§3 and 4 we study

the type functions as approximants, to given functions with more refined properties

on specified sets containing F, namely functions of classes H(k, a, p) ; we relate

degree of convergence more refined than geometric degree to boundary behavior

of f(z) in regions in which f(z) is meromorphic.
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In the situations used below, for each norm and for each type there exists a

rational function of best approximation to the given function on F. This extremal

function need not be unique, but any extremal function suffices for each theorem.

1. Approximating functions of type (n, v).   Our fundamental theorem [l]-[4] is

Theorem 1. In the z-plane let E be a closed bounded point set whose complement is

connected, and regular in the sense that it possesses a Greerí s function G(z) with pole

at infinity. Let Va denote generically the locus G(z) = log a ( > 0), and Ea the (open)

interior of Ta. Let the function f(z) be analytic on E, meromorphic with precisely v

poles (that is, poles of total order v) in E0 (1 <p5|oo). Let the rational functions

Rnv(z) of respective types (n, v) satisfy for the norm on E

(4) limsup|/(z)-/<nv(z)||^= 1/p;
n-> oo

this condition is satisfied by the functions Rnv(z) of best Tchebycheff approximation

of type (n, v) tof(z) on E. Then for n sufficiently large the function Rnv(z) has precisely

v finite poles, which approach respectively the v poles of f(z) in E„. If D denotes the

interior of E0 with the v poles of f(z) deleted, the sequence Rnv(z) converges to f(z)

throughout D, and for any closed set S in D and in the closed interior ofE„, l<a<p,

but not wholly in E, we have

(5) lim sup [max |/(z)-Fnv(z)|,   z on S]lln ^ o¡P.
n-* oo

Thus far the Fnv(z) need not be defined for every n, but below they shall be so defined.

Whether the Rnv(z) are extremal or not, let p be the largest number such that f(z) is

meromorphic with precisely v poles in E0. If (4) holds, then (4) holds with the equality

sign, as does (5) // S is a continuum (not a single point) and a is chosen as small as

possible.

Theorem 1 is to be regarded as relatively complete, in consideration of the weak-

ness of the hypothesis on/(z). It expresses (i) the asymptotic behavior of the finite

poles of the Rnv(z), (ii) the exact geometric degree of convergence on F, (iii) the

region or regions of convergence of the sequence Rnv(z) and the geometric degree

of convergence on subsets of those regions. In connection with exact regions of

convergence, we refer to [3, remarks after Corollary to Theorem 4].

The case v = 0 of Theorem 1 refers to approximation to f(z) on F by polynomials,

a subject on which the literature is extensive. Our conditions on the set F are here

the standard conditions for polynomial (Tchebycheff) approximation; conditions

to be used below depend on the various norms: (1), (2), (3).

In the papers [2], [3] we chose to consider the norm (2) as fundamental, and from

the corresponding results derived Theorem 1 (for the Tchebycheff norm) ; in the

present paper, as in [4], the reverse procedure is more convenient. In the proof of

Theorem 1 the primary tool is Lemma 1, now presented in a slightly more general

form than that of [4], in that the finite poles of the Fnv(z) are not required to be
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uniformly bounded ; the more general form is proved [6] nevertheless by methods

developed in [4].

Lemma 1. With the notation and hypothesis on E of Theorem I, let rational functions

rnÁz) °f respective types («, v) satisfy the inequality

(6) lim sup \\rnv(z)\\Hn í \¡Pl,    1 < Pl ^ oo,
n-*oo

where v is constant. Let S be a closed set in the closed interior of Ea, 1 < a < pu and

containing no limit point of the poles of the rny(z). Then the sequence rm(z) converges

uniformly to zero on S, and we have

lim sup [max |rnv(z)|,   z on S]lln ¿ o-jpx.
n-*oo

We refer merely to [2]-[4] for details of the proof of the analogues of Theorem

1 ; compare [3, Theorem 8] :

Theorem 2. Let the point set E be closed, bounded, with rectifiable boundary, whose

complement is connected, and consist of a finite number of components each satisfying

those same conditions. Let f(z) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1, and also the

Rnv(z), except that (A) is replaced by

(7) lim sup ||/(z)-Rny(z)||\* Sl/p,       q>0;
n-* co

this condition is valid for the functions Rny(z) of least qth power approximation (2)

on E. Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds.

Theorem 3. Let the point set E consist of a finite number of components, each of

which is a closed region whose complement is connected. Letf(z) satisfy the conditions

of Theorem 1, and also the Rnv(z), except that (4) is replaced by

(8) lim sup \\f(z)-Rny(z)\\'u* ú l/p,       q>0;
n-* oo

this condition is valid for the functions Rnv(z) of least qth power approximation (3)

on E. Then the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds.

2. Approximating functions of type (v, n). Here the fundamental theorem [1], a

consequence of Theorem 1, is derived by setting/(z)=l/F(z).

Theorem 4. Let E be as in Theorem 1, and let the function F(z) be analytic and

different from zero on E, meromorphic with precisely v zeros in FT, 1 < t¿oo. Let the

rational functions Rvn(z) of respective types (v, n) satisfy for the norm on E

(9) lim sup I F(z)-Rn(z) || »» ^ 1/r;
n-,eo

this includes the functions Rm(z) of best Tchebycheff approximation on E. Then for «

sufficiently large the function Rm(z) has precisely v finite zeros, which approach

respectively the v zeros ofF(z) in Ft. The poles of the Rm(z) interior to F, approach the
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respective poles of F(z) interior to F„ multiplicities included, and have no other limit

point interior to E,. If T>! denotes the interior of F, with the poles of F(z) deleted, the

sequence Rm(z) converges to F(z) throughout Du and for any closed set S in D1 and

in the closed interior of Ea, 1 < a < r, but not wholly in E, we have

(10) lim sup [max |/(z)-Fvn(z)|,    z on S]lln ^ <t/t.
n~* oo

Thus far the Rm(z) need not be defined for every n, but below they shall be so defined.

Whether the Rvn(z) are extremal or not, let r be the largest number such that F(z)

is meromorphic with precisely v zeros interior to Ez (1 < t ^ oo). If (9) holds, then (9)

holds with the equality sign, as does (10) with S=Ya(l<a<r), and provided no pole

of F(z) lies on Y„.

Theorems 1 and 4 are the duals of each other, namely with the interchange of

allowable zeros and poles, for both functions approximated and the approximating

rational functions.

The remark that the poles of the Rm(z) can have no limit point in F, other than

the poles of F(z) follows because if a sequence of the Rm(z) has a corresponding

sequence of poles approaching a point z0 of analyticity of F(z) in EB, then in some

annulus with z0 as center the convergence of some subsequence is uniform. It

follows (principle of argument) that z0 is a limit also of zeros of the Rm(z), which

is impossible. Likewise if a sequence of the Rm(z) has a corresponding sequence of

sets of poles approaching a pole of F(z) in E0, the total order of the sets of poles

must be the same (for n sufficiently large) as the order of the pole of F(z).

We shall establish the analogue of Theorem 4 for the norm (2), namely the dual

of Theorem 2 :

Theorem 5. Let the point set E consist of a finite number of mutually exterior

closed Jordan regions J\, J2,.. .,JU, each with rectifiable boundary. Let F(z) satisfy

the conditions of Theorem 4, except that (9) is replaced by

(11) Hm sup ||F(z)-/?vn(z)||¿"* ;í 1/r,        q > 0,
71-» CO

where the Rm(z) have no limit point of poles on E. Then the conclusion of Theorem 4

holds.

Let the point set F ' be an arbitrary closed set interior to F. By a convenient

lemma [5, §5.5, extension of Lemma], [3, Lemma 2] we have from (11)

(12) lim sup [max |F(z)-Fvn(z)|, z on F']1"1 é 1/t.
n-.oo

Theorem 4 now applies, with F replaced by F' where F' is suitably chosen (see

below), and we conclude by (10)

(13) lim sup [max |F(z)-Fvn(z)|, z on (E\]lln £ o\r.
n-* oo
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The level loci r„ of Green's function for the complement of F with pole at in-

finity are monotonie with respect to the point set F, in the sense that if F' is a proper

subset (whose complement is connected and regular) of F, then for a > 1 the closure

of the point set (F')„ lies interior to Ea. We choose a (> 1) so small that the closure

of Ea contains no zero or pole of F(z). Then [5, §2.1, Theorem 2] J'k can be chosen

as a closed Jordan region interior to Jk so that Jk lies interior to (Jk)„, and thus F

lies interior to 2 [(J¡c)a\> which lies interior to (E')a, where E' = '^Jk; moreover

the closure of (E')a contains no zero or pole of F(z). We choose F' so large also

that (E')z = (E'a\ja contains the v zeros of F(z) in F„ which justifies the derivation

of (13) from (12). Consequently (13) implies the corresponding inequality for z on

F, and approach of a to unity yields (9). Now Theorem 4 applies without substitu-

tion, and Theorem 5 is established.

In Theorems 1 and 2 the approximating rational functions have each but a

bounded number of finite poles, and those poles can be accounted for by the meth-

ods developed, whereas in Theorems 4 and 5 the approximating rational functions

have each but a finite number of zeros, and those zeros can be accounted for; but

in the latter case the behavior of the finite poles (perhaps unbounded in number) is

not always easily determined.

In Theorem 5 we have deliberately excluded the case that F is a Jordan arc, or

that a component of F is a Jordan arc. It is not known whether the theorem holds

without that exclusion. It is quite conceivable that otherwise limit points of the

poles of the given Rm(z) might be on the Jordan arc, indeed everywhere dense on

the Jordan arc. Such poles cannot be treated by the methods just used. There are

indications in the literature (Goncar [12]; Newman [13]) that for approximation

on a Jordan arc F, namely an interval of the axis of reals, degree of approximation

by means of rational functions may be larger (approximation closer) when some

or all of the poles approach F than when no limit point of poles lies on F. This

comment does not apply, as in Theorem 2, when poles of the approximating ra-

tional functions conceivably approaching F are finite in number.

However, if we modify the hypothesis of Theorem 5 so that we suppose the poles

of the given Rm(z) to have no limit point on F, then the conclusion remains valid

when F has a finite number of components each of which is a closed rectifiable

Jordan arc or a closed Jordan region with rectifiable boundary. The proof of the

modified Theorem 5 may be given by use of [3, Lemma 1].

Theorem 5 has an analogue where the norm (2) is replaced by (3) :

Theorem 6. Let the point set E consist of a finite number of components, each the

closure of a simply connected region and the complement of an infinite region. Let

F(z) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4, except that (9) is replaced by

(14) lim sup \\F(z)-Rm(z)\\'^ ^ 1/r,       q > 0,

where the Rm(z) have no poles on E. Then the conclusion of Theorem 4 holds.
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If F' is an arbitrary closed set in F, (14) implies (12) by virtue of [5, §5.3, Lemma

II], and the remainder of the proof of Theorem 6 follows the remainder of the proof

of Theorem 5.

It is not without interest to consider a special case of approximation by functions

of type (v, n); we choose F(z) = z — c, c> 1, F : |z| Í¡1, v = 0. We obtain approxi-

mating functions (not necessarily extremal) with the proper degree of approxima-

tion by setting Rvn(z) = \¡qn(z),

2 _n\ 1       -n + l/V.n + l, . 1 /,    z   z2 zn\      1
qn(z) =-c(i+.+-+...+-y=

The formula for suitably chosen z on \z\ = 1 :

zn + 1/C

z — c

\F(z)-Rvn(z)\ m (z-c)- Vcn

n + l/^n + l■zn+1lc

1n(z)

gives the supremum of the first member on E. We notice namely that qn(z) has n

zeros on the circle \z\ =c, so the norm of the deviation on |z| =c is infinite for all

values of n (>0). For the Taylor development, Jentzsch's theorem asserts that

each point of the circle of convergence is a limit point of zeros of the partial sums;

the reciprocals \¡qn(z) of the partial sums (in the present example) have poles on

that circle, of which every point of the circle of convergence is a limit point.

3. Approximating functions of type (n, v), refined degree of convergence.    In

Theorems 1-5 we have considered geometric degree of convergence, which is

closely related to regions of meromorphicity of f(z), and now proceed to study

more refined measures of convergence, related to boundary behavior of functions

in such a region of meromorphicity.

We shall deal on Yp with classes of functions H(k, a, p) for 0 < a < 1 and Z(k, p)

where we set a = 1, which for k S: 0 are classes of functions with bounded norms on

level loci, having on Yp boundary values whose kth derivatives satisfy a pth power

integrated Lipschitz condition of order a for 0 < a < 1 and an integrated Zygmund

condition for ce= 1 ; further details are found in [9].

There has been established [4, §7] a first result here, namely Theorem 7 for the

case p = oo :

Theorem 7. Let the point set E consist of a finite number of mutually exterior

closed regions, each bounded by an analytic Jordan curve, and let f(z) be analytic on

E, meromorphic with precisely v poles on E„, and with l^p^oo of class H(k, a, p) for

0 <a< 1 or of class Z(k, p) for a=\ on Y0. If Yp has no multiple points, then there

exist rational functions Rnv(z) of respective types (n, v) such that we have

(15) |/(z)-Fnv(z)| Ú Alnk + "p\   zonE;

here and below the number A is constant (independent ofn and z) but may vary from
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one inequality to another. Moreover we have for an arbitrary sequence Rnv(z) satisfying

(15) also

(16) \f(z)-Rnv(z)\ Ú Ao«lnk + "p",   zonS,

where S is an arbitrary closed set in the closed interior ofT„, 1 < a < p, containing no

pole off(z) ; we have in addition

(17) \f(z)-Rnv(z)\ Ú A/nk^-\   zonYp,

provided k^l,soifTp has no multiple points f(z) is of class H(k — 1, a, oo) on Yp if

0<o£< 1 and of class Z(k—\, oo) ifa=l.

It is sufficient here [7] if the Jordan curves bounding F are not analytic, but have

a parametric representation x=x(s), y=y(s) with respect to arc length s where the

functions have continuous second derivatives satisfying a Lipschitz condition of

some positive order. The primary question in this connection is the uniform

boundedness on F of the polynomials cun(z)=zn+1H-; the zeros of cu„(z) are

(if k ï; 0) the « +1 points of interpolation on F of the polynomial pn(z) to the func-

tion tt(z)/(z) minus an auxiliary polynomial in (18); compare also Lemma 4

below. We do not restrict k to positive or nonnegative values.

Let tt(z) denote the polynomial zv + a1zv~1+ ■ ■ -, whose zeros are the v poles of

f(z) interior to YD. Since tt(z) is analytic on Tp, the function Tr(z)f(z) is [9] of class

H(k, a, p) or Z(k, p) on Yp, analytic in E0, and there exist [9] polynomials pn(z)

of respective degrees « such that we have

(18) \TT(z)f(z)-pn(z)\ í Alnk + "p\   zonF.

Consequently we may write

\f(z)-pn(z)lrr(z)\ :S A/nk + V,   z on F,

and the second function between bars is a rational function Rnv{z) of type («, v):

(19) \\f(z)-Rm(z)\\úAlnk + °p\   zonF.

A fortiori the rational functions of type («, v) of best (Tchebycheff ) approximation

to f(z) on F satisfy this same inequality.

By the well-known properties [5, §4.6] of the polynomials pn(z) in (18) we have

(l<<j<p)

Kz)/(z)-/7„(z)| ^ ¿a"/«fc + V,   z on F„ + rff,

(20)
|/(z)-Fnv(z)| ^ Ao»lnk+ap\   z on S.

If the rnv(z) are arbitrary functions of type («, v) satisfying (19), we have by (19)

|rnv(z)-Fnv(z)| éAlnk+"p«,   zonF,

and by the method of proof of Lemma 1

(21) \rnv(z)-RnÁz)\ Ú Aa«lnk+aP\   z on S.
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Inequality (20) now yields by (21)

\f(z)-rnv(z)\ úAo«lnk+«p\   z on S,

which is (16). Inequality (17) follows merely from (15) if we write

|Fn + 1,v(z)-Fnv(z)| ^AInk + aP\   zonF,

and deduce (again by the method of proof of Lemma 1)

|Fn + 1>v(z)-Fnv(z)| íAlnk + ",   zonEB(2).

The functions Rnv(z) have no poles in some neighborhood of Yp, and by the

method of proof of Lemma 1 satisfy an inequality of form |Fnv(z)| úAp2, p2> 1, in

such a neighborhood. The remaining part of Theorem 7 now follows from (17)

and [9, Theorem 8].

Theorem 7 has immediate application to the study of least qth power approxi-

mation to f(z) on F; inequality (22) follows from (15):

Theorem 8. Under the conditions of Theorem 7, ;/ Yp has no multiple points, we

have for the least qth power functions Fnv(z) to f(z) on E

(22) ||/(z)-Fnv(z)||3 g A\nk±«p\       q > 0,

where the norm involves a line integral over the boundary of E. For these extremal

functions we also have

(23) |/(z)-Fnv(z)| ú A¡nk+"-u«p\   z on E,

(24) |/(z)-Fnv(z)| S Aa-lnk+"p\   z on S,

andifk^l

(25) |/(z)-Fnv(z)| è Alnk + "-\   z on Yp.

Lemma 1 has an analogue [3, Lemma 1, slightly extended] whose hypothesis is

more precise than (6) for the qth power norm on F and whose conclusion is cor-

respondingly more precise than that of Lemma 1 on S. The method of proof of

that analogue, applied to the inequality

||Fn + 1>v(z)-/Uz)||a ^ Alnk + "p\

which is a consequence of (22), gives at once both (24) and (25). Indeed, (24) and

(25) follow from (22) whether the Rnv(z) are extremal or not.

It remains to prove (23), which is done by applying results due to D. Jackson

[10]. Jackson studies a sequence of polynomials pn(z) of respective degrees n with

the notation

(26) [max \f(z)-pn(z)\,   z on C] = en,       en -» 0,

(2) The writer withdraws the statement [4, §7, (38)]. With the notation of [4], there exist

polynomials pn(z) satisfying (32), and there exist polynomials p„(z) satisfying (36) with ct= p;

it is not known whether there exist polynomials p„(z) satisfying both inequalities simultaneously.
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where C is a Jordan curve x=x(s), y—y(s) referred to arc length as parameter, and

where x"(s) and y"(s) exist everywhere on C and are bounded. He then shows

that for the corresponding polynomials Pn(z) of respective degrees « of least qth

power approximation to f(z) on C we have (q > 0)

(27) |/(z)-Fn(z)| úAn^en,   zonC.

The proof of (27) involves algebraic inequalities standard in the theory of approxi-

mation by real functions plus the lemma (Bernstein) that if a polynomial P(z) of

degree « satisfies the inequality |F(z)| ^L in |z| ¿ 1, then |F'(z)| ^«L in |z| ^ 1.

In Theorem 8 the role of Jackson's pn(z) is taken by the Rnv(z) of Theorem 7,

with (15) and (22); the role of Jackson's Pn(z) is taken by the extremal Rnv(z); the

role of the lemma just mentioned is taken by

Lemma 2. Let the function Fn + Vi2v(z)=Fn + v(z)/Q2v(z) be of modulus not greater

than Lin \z\ S 1, where the zeros of Q2v(z) are bounded in modulus and bounded below

in modulus from unity. Then in \z\ fí 1 we also have

(28) |f; + v-2v(z)| ú AL(n + v),

where A is a constant independent ofn andz.

We are dealing in Theorem 8 with functions Fn + v2v(z) equal to the extremal

Rny(z) minus the Rm(z) of Theorem 7, for each of which latter functions the finite

poles are known (Theorem 2) to approach the v given poles of f(z). Thus we have

for « sufficiently large

0 < M0 ^ \Q2v(z)\ Ï Mi,    \z\ <, 1,    Q2v(z) = z2" +

where M0 and Mx are independent of « and of z,

\Pn + V(z)\Pn + Áz)\
Mi

^ L,    |Fn + v(z)| Í LMu

We can now write

|^n + v,2v(z)|   =

Ô2v(X>

Q2Áz)P'n + v(z) - Fn + v(z) Q'2v(z)

z\  < 1.

Qliz)

MvLMx(n + v) + 2LM2i.v
s -—j-^ AL(n + v).

In the actual application of Lemma 2, we use inequality (28) not necessarily in the

unit disk, but in a variable disk of constant radius which lies in F. In Fand in all

such disks the Fn + v2v(z) are uniformly bounded, so (28) holds; the disks can be

chosen to cover F.

The reasoning used by Jackson is valid in the present case, with en equal to the

second member of (22), and yields (23).

Jackson points out that his methods yield also a result concerning approximation

as measured by surface integrals, commencing with (26) but where in defining
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Pn(z) the line integral is replaced by a surface integral ; the conclusion (27) is valid

with the exponent 1 ¡q replaced by 2/q. We still use Lemma 2, and shall prove

Theorem 9. Under the conditions of Theorem 7, // r„ has no multiple points, we

have for the least qth power functions Rnv(z) to f(z) on E

(29) ||/(z)-Fnv(z)||; â A¡nk + «p\       q > 0,

where the norm involves a surface integral over E. For these extremal functions we

have also

(30) \f(z)-Rnv(z)\ Ú A\nk + «-2*p\   z on E,

(31) \f(z)-Rnv(z)\ Ú Aonlnk + c"2lqp\   zonS,

and ifk + a— 1 -2/q>0,

(32) \f(z)-Rm(z)\ è Alnk + "-*-2'\       zonYp.

Ifq= l,for the norm (2) on E we have for those functions

(33) \\f(z)-Rnv(z)\\Q í A\nk^-^P\

(34) \f(z)-Rnv(z)\ ^ Aanlnk + a-ll"Pn,   z on S,

andifk + a-l-llq>0

(35) |/(z)-Fnv(z)| í A¡nk + "-^v\   zonYp.

Inequality (29) follows from (15), and (30) follows from (29) by the method of

Jackson for surface integrals already mentioned; then (31) and (32) follow from

(30) by the method of Lemma 1.

The proof of (33) follows a different order of ideas, and results namely from

Lemma 3 below. By the methods of proof of Theorem 8, inequality (33) implies

(34) and (35). It remains to establish (33), which we do by the methods of [11]

and [8]. From [11, Theorem 9.5] we have

Lemma 3. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve of the z-plane whose interior is denoted

by D, and let P(z) be a polynomial in z of degree n. Then we have for the norms on C

and D

(36) ||F(z)||, á A0n^\\P(z)\\'q,       g fc 1, n fc 1,

where the constant A0 is independent ofn.

Under the conditions of Theorem 9, the finite poles of the Rnv(z) approach the

v poles of f(z) in Ep, by Theorem 3, so for n sufficiently large the polynomials

zv + • • • whose zeros are those poles are bounded and bounded from zero on F.

Thus (36) with A0 suitably adjusted is valid for those rational functions Fnv(z) of

type (n, v), and for the difference of two such functions. For simplicity we denote

Rnv(z) by pn(z).
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Following a method due to de la Vallée Poussin used in [11] and [8], we write

the series (convergent by Theorem 3) for z on F

f(z)~Pn(z) =  [p2°>(z)-Pn(z)] + [p2">+1(z)-P2m(z)] + [P2°' + 2(z)-p2™ + i(z)]+ ■ ■ ■ ¡

for given « we choose m so that 2"1"1 ̂ « <2m. By (29), we have for the qth power

norms

\\f(z)-pHz)\\' fk ̂ /2<"<*+V"\    ||/(r)-F2«+i(z)||' ̂  ^/2<"™ +V"',. ■. ;

|/V(z)-/>„(*)II' = ^i/«fc+V,     l/V^-FaK*)!' = ¿i/2»»<*+VV...

From Lemma 3 we have, for qth power norms now over C,

||pa-(z)-/».(z)|| ^ ^2/«fc + a"1V,

(37)
\\p2^(z)-P2r\\ s ^"«"'"Y,-

The sequence pn(z) converges in the qth power mean on C and also uniformly on

the set C+D, by Theorem 3, to a function analytic on and within C, a function

necessarily by (29) ancf-Theorem 3 identical to f(z) there. Inequality (33) for every

« follows from inequalities (37), by the triangle inequality (¡7^1), and the proof

of Theorem 9 is complete.

It seems to the writer quite conceivable that the latter part of Theorem 9 is

valid also if q< 1, for Lemma 3 is valid [8] if q< 1 and C is a circular disk. If so,

that result seems to lie considerably deeper than Theorem 9.

The theorems of §3 already established refer to F as a relatively well-behaved

point set, but partial extensions exist, as we proceed to indicate. If the point set F

is the line segment (—1, +1), the locus YR is the ellipse whose foci are the ends of

the segment and whose axes are R+1/F and R—ljR. The shortest distance from

a point of F to a point of ER is the distance from the focus z=l to the nearer

vertex z = (F + l/F)/2 of the ellipse, namely (F- 1)2/2F. We say that a point set F

(closed, bounded) is of class A provided S (>0) exists such that each point z0 of F

is contained in some line segment of length S belonging wholly to F. In this case

it follows from the monotonie character of the level locus ER as a function of

(variable) F that for a set of class A the shortest distance from a point of E to EB is

not less than (R- 1)28/2F.

Likewise if F is the circular disk |z| = S (> 0), the locus EB is \z\ = SF, and the

shortest distance from a point of F to ER is S(F — 1). We say that a closed bounded

point set F is of class B provided S ( > 0) exists so that each point of F is contained

in some closed circular disk of radius S belonging wholly to F. Again it follows

from the monotonie behavior of level loci that for a set E of class B the shortest

distance from a point of E to ER is not less than (R—1)8.

In the following lemma the Fekete points [5, §7.7] are used, introduced by him

in connection with the transfinite diameter of a given point set and later as points

of interpolation; we have also borrowed some ideas from Shen [5, §7.8].
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Lemma 4. Let E be a closed bounded point set, whose complement is connected and

regular, and of class A or B respectively. Let ojn(z) be the polynomial zn + 1+ • ■ ■ whose

n+\ zeros are the n+\ Fekete points of order n associated with E. Then for z on E

and t on ER(R>\) we have respectively

(38) K(z)R(OI = An"IR\       A = 3 or 2,

according as E is of class A or B.

If pn(z, t) denotes the polynomial of degree n coinciding with the function

l/(/-z) in the Fekete points of order n, where t is not on F, we have [5, §7.8] for

z on F and for t on E1+ltn, n ̂  1,

\pn(z, t)\ <, (n+l)^ Ú 4n2(n+l)lo,   d, = dist [F, F1 + 1/n] à â/4«2,

where E is of class A. From the identity

\¡(t-z)-pn(z,t) = u>n(z)¡wn(t)(t-z)

we deduce for z and / on these same sets

|a,n(z)K(7)(i-z)| Ï 4n2(n + 2)l8,

and if d2 denotes the greatest distance from a point of F to a point of EBl with

7^=2,

KOOKfOI ^4n2(n + 2)d2ß,      «el.

Let w=<f>(z) denote the function analytic except perhaps for branch points which

maps the complement of F onto |w| > 1 with ^(oo) = oo; then the following inequal-

ity holds for z fixed on F and for all ion£1 + 1/n, hence holds for z fixed on F and

for all / on or exterior to E1 + 1/n

"n(z)[<p(or+1
«n(0

ï4n2(n + 2)df(l+l)n + \

Ú U2(n + 2)d2eß.

In particular for / on ER there follows (R > 1 + 1/n)

|a,n(z)K(/)| É 8n2(n + 2)d2el8Rn + \

which implies (38) with A=3. Point sets F of class B may be treated similarly.

Theorem 10. Let E be a point set of class A, and let f(z) be analytic on E, mero-

morphic with precisely v poles on Ep, and with 1 fípfícc, of class H(k, a,p) with

0 < a < 1 or of class Z(k, p) with a = 1 on Yp. If Yp has no multiple points, there exist

rational functions Fnv(z) of respective types (n, v) such that we have for the norm on E

(39) ||/(z)-Fnv(z)|U g A\nk + «-3p\
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Moreover for an arbitrary sequence Rny(z) satisfying (39) we have

(40) \f(z)-Rny(z)\úAo«lnk + a-3p\       z on S,

where S is an arbitrary closed set in the closed interior ofY„, 1 < a < p, containing no

pole off(z),

(41) |/(z)-Fnv(z)| á A\nk + °-\       zonFp,

provided k>3.

If E (of class A) consists of a finite number of mutually disjoint closed Jordan arcs,

or Jordan regions, or both, with rectifiable boundary C, it follows from (39) that for

the extremal functions Rnv(z) of type (n, v) with qth power norm (2) on E we have (q > 0)

(42) |/(z)-Fnv(z)||, ¿ Alnk + "-3P";

for these same functions (40) and (41) hold. For arbitrary functions Rnv(z) of types

(«, v) satisfying (42), inequalities (40) and (41) are valid, and ifk>3 and Fp has no

multiple points, (41) implies that f(z) is of class H(k — A, a,oo)onYpifO<a<l and

of class Z(k — 4, oo) if à = 1.

IfE consists of a finite number of mutually exterior closed Jordan regions, it follows

from (39) that for the functions Rnv(z) of best approximation to f(z) on E with qth

power norm (3) we have

(43) |/(z)-Fnv(z)||; è A¡nk+"-3p\

It is clear that if class A is replaced by class B in Theorem 10, the powers of «

are increased by unity in (39), (40), (42), (43), and if k>2 also (41).

Inequality (39) follows from (38) by the usual methods [9, Problem ß] applied

to the function Tr(z)f(z) used in the proof of Theorem 7, together with Lemma 4;

the inequalities (40) and (41) follow from (42) as do (24) and (25) from (22) in the

proof of Theorem 8.

Theorem 10 seems to be new even in the case v = 0, of approximation by poly-

nomials.

4. Approximating functions of type (v, «), refined degree of convergence.   We

return now to the topic considered in §2, in the light of refinements of the sort

developed in §3.

Theorem 11. Let E be as in Theorem 1, let the function F(z) be analytic and different

from zero on E, meromorphic with precisely v zeros in F„ 1 <t^oo, and on 1\ let

f(z)=l/F(z) be of class H(k, a,p), (1 ̂ /?goo), with 0<a< 1 or of class Z(k, p) with

a=l, where Yz has no multiple points. Let the rational functions Rvn(z) of respective

types (v, n) satisfy for the norm on E

(44) \\F(z)-Rm(z)\\x ^ Alnk+°T";

this inequality is satisfied by the functions Rvn(z) of best Tchebycheff approximation
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on E. If 7>! denotes the interior of F, with the poles of F(z) deleted, on an arbitrary

closed subset S of D1 contained in Ea, 1 < a < r, we have

(45) \F(z)-Rm(z)\ú Aon¡nk + aTn,       z on S.

We have also

(46) |/(z)-l/Fvn(z)| ¿Alnk + "~\       z on Y„

provided k^l, so if ' I\ has no multiple points, f(z) is of class H(k—\, a, oo) on 1\

if 0<a< 1 and of class Z(k—\, oo) if a=\.

By Theorem 7 for those functions Fnv(z) of Theorem 7 and n sufficiently large

there follows Fnv(z)/0 on F, and by (15)

|l//(z)-l/Fnv(z)| S A¡nk + «T\       z on F.

This shows the existence of functions Fvn(z) = 1/Fnv(z) of class (v, n) which satisfy

(44). Thus (44) is satisfied a fortiori by the functions of class (v, n) of best Tcheby-

cheff approximation.

If (44) is given, we may write conversely (15), where Fnv(z) = l//?vn(z); inequality

(16) follows for z on the set Sx found by deleting an open neighborhood of each

zero of F(z) on S, which implies (45) for z on Si, hence (45) follows for z on S.

The remaining part of Theorem 11 follows from Theorem 7.

We proceed to consider norms (2) and (3) on F, in order.

Theorem 12. Let E satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. Let f(z) and F(z) be as in

Theorem 11. Then there exist rational functions Rm(z) of respective types (v, n) and

having no poles on E, such that we have

(47) |F(z)-Fvn(z)||Q Ï A\nk + «T\       q > 0,

namely the functions Rm(z) of least qth power approximation on E. For the Tchebycheff

norm on E and the extremal functions we have

(48) || F(z) - Rvn(z) |. = Alii'*" - «V.

If D1 denotes the interior of Ez with the poles of F(z) deleted, on an arbitrary closed

subset S of D1 contained in Ea, 1 < a < t, we have for the extremal functions

(49) |F(z)-Fvn(z)| ^ Aon¡nk+a-llc>Tn,       z on S.

Likewise there follows ifk + a—\ — llq>0 from (48) for an arbitrary sequence Rm(z)

(50) \f(z)-llRn(z)\ g íÍ/íi**«-1-««,       zonV„

so if T, has no multiple points, then f(z) is of class

H([k + a-l-llq],k + a-l-llq-[k + <x-l-llq],OD)

or class

Z([k + a-l-llq], oo)
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on r, according ask + a—l — llq—[k + a—l — l/q]is less than unity or equal to unity.

Here [Q] indicates the largest integer less than Q.

Inequality (47) follows from (44), (48) from (47) by the method of Jackson, and

the remainder of the theorem follows from (48). It is the method of Jackson that

is used here rather than his specific result (for approximation by polynomials).

The important tool that we need is akin to Lemma 2, but refers to a function

(51) *(z) = Pi(z)/ß1(z)-P2(z)/fi2(z),

where the first quotient is the function Rvn(z) of (44) and the second quotient is the

function Rvn(z) of (47). Each of these functions approaches (Theorem 5) F(z)

uniformly on F, the zeros of the functions approach those of F(z) in F„ and their

poles in F, approach those of F(z) in F,. If we write Pi(z) = zv+ ■ ■ -, P2(z)=zv + • • •,

each of the functions Px(z), P2(z), Qx(z), Q2(z) is bounded and bounded from zero

on F for « sufficiently large. We have

A'M-MlM      Q2P2-Q2P2

so by the following additional inequalities on any circular disk of fixed radius in

F and hence for z on F

\Pi(z)\ S Pi,    \P[(z)\ S LPlv,     \P2(z)\ ^ p2,    \P'2(z)\ ^ Lp2v,

|Ôi(z)|a?i,    \Q'i(z)\ è Lq.n,    \Q2(z)\iq2,    \Q'2(z)\ ̂  Lq2n;

as in Lemma 2 we deduce for « sufficiently large

max |0'(z)| £ ^!«[max |<t>(z)|] g An.

This is the analogue of (28).

The method of proof of Theorem 12 yields also

Theorem 13. With the hypothesis of Theorem 12, the conclusion of Theorem 12

persists with the modifications that (47), (48), and (49) are replaced respectively by

(52) \\F(z)-Rn(z)\\'q Ú A\nk*«T\       q > 0,

(53) ¡F(z)-Rn(z)U í Aln*+«-*>*T*,

(54) \F(z)-Rn(z)\ ^ Aonlnk + a-2">rn,       z on S,

and ifk + a—l-2/q>0 that (50) is replaced by

(55) |/(z)-l/Fvn(z)| ^ A¡nk + a-í-2"',       z on Tz.

It may be noted that in Theorems 12 and 13, as in Theorem 5, we have chosen F

to satisfy rather restrictive conditions. The reason is threefold. First, unless F is

bounded by analytic or other smooth curves, inequality (18) does not follow.

Second, unless F has an interior, and is bounded by relatively smooth curves, the
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method of Jackson does not apply. Third, it is not known at the outset whether

the given Rvn(z) have limit points of poles on F, but if so the reasoning used in

connection with approximation on E' is valid only if F has interior points; the

Rm(z) have an unbounded number of possible finite poles.

The study of approximation by functions of type (v, ri) on point sets of class A

or class B, in the spirit of Theorems 11, 12, and 13, presents no new difficulties,

although further restrictions on the point sets may be necessary, and is left to the

reader.

It is of some interest to note that the introduction of a weight function in the

norms (1), (2), (3) throughout this paper presents no difficulty whatever. It is

natural to assume that the weight function is bounded and bounded from zero,

and integrable in the cases (2) and (3). Even boundedness and boundedness from

zero can be lightened somewhat, as in [5, §5.7].

If the function f(z) is merely continuous on a closed bounded set F which is

dense in itself, a rational function Rnv(z) of each type (n, v) exists, of best approxi-

mation to f(z) on F, as measured by (1), (2), or (3) as applicable. For each norm

these rational functions (although not necessarily unique) can be arranged in a

table

Roo(z), Rio(z), R2o(z),■■■,

R0i(z),Rn(z),R21(z),...,

R02(z), Ri2(z), R22(z),...,

The present paper is devoted to the convergence of the rows of the table under

certain conditions, and dually to the convergence of the columns of the table;

convergence of diagonal and other sequences remains to be studied(3).
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